


4. Answer the following questions according to the text: (2pts) 

a-When did James leave London? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b-Where does he live now? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

c-What is his occupation? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

d-Does James think to come back to his country? Why? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

5.What do the words written in bold type refer to in the text. (1,5pts) 

a)I( §2) :………………….b)University( §2) :…………….c)Country( §2 ):……… 

B/Text Exploration (_8pts) 

1)Find in the text words that are closest in  meaning to the following (1pt) 

a-)  Publicity (1§)=.................   b)-Diploma (2§)=.................... 

 .2) Write the frequency and the degree adverbs in their right places. (3pts) 

   a-Computers solve the problems.(always) …………………………………………….. 

   b-James Brown  is  a hard working person .(very)…………………………………….. 

   c-My brother is addicted to  Facebook (quite)………………………………………….. 

3) Join the pairs of sentences using(Both ..and /Either..or / Neither ..nor) (3pts) 

   1- a)  John can work in agriculture. 

        b) John can work in industry. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2) -  a )   The employees were not at work   

        b)  The boss was not at work. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3)a) James Brown is an enthusiastic person. 

    b) James Brown is a punctual person. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

4) Mark stress in the following words (1pt) 

  Invite , ,apply , keyboard , native .  

Written expression (5pts)  

Reorder the following sentences to get  coherent instructions . 

a) Make sure that  it includes your current contact information , 

 b) Before you start looking for  job or writing your job application letter, 

 c) you need to get your CV ready . 

d) and work experiences. 

e)You have to ensure that it is free from errors before you send it 





1) John can work  either in agriculture or in industry. 

(The teacher can accept other answers) 

   2)     Neither the employees nor the boss were  at work. 

    3) James  Brown is both  an enthusiastic and a punctual person. 

5) Mark the stress in the 

 following words 

invite,  , apply , keyboard  native . 

Written Expression ( 5pts) 

Reorder the following sentences to get   coherent instructions 

a)  Make sure that  it includes your current contact information ,3 

 b) Before you start looking for  job or writing your job application letter, 1 

 c) you need to get your CV ready . 2 

d) and work experiences.4 

e) You have to ensure that it is  free from errors before you send it.5 

 

 


